Tutorial 8:
How to create your own workspace
The structure of the data in ArrayTrack

Data is organized as a hierarchical tree structure:
Create new user group and experiment

User can create his own group to congregate all the experiments under his own space

Please refer Tutorial 9A data import for creating experiment (slide #6~13).
Copy Experiment

User can also copy experiment from other group and paste it under his own group

Select the hybridizations to be copied, right-click ⇒ choose “Copy data sets for Pasting elsewhere”
Copy experiment - continued

Right-click the other experiment (for storing the copied data), then choose “Paste # raw data sets”.
Duplicate an experiment

Select the data to be duplicated, right-click ⇒ choose “Duplicate data sets”. The data sets will be duplicated under the same experiment folder. This is different from copying data that the copied data can be copied to a different experiment.